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1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with certain problems involving

Boolean algebras of projections which arise when one attempts to extend the

theory of self-ad joint and normal operators to a general Banach space (the

theory of spectral operators; cf. [7; 8; 1 ]). The first part of this paper con-

tains an investigation of the notion of completeness for Boolean algebras of

projections in a Banach space. The results are then applied to investigate

operator algebras generated by projections.

Let 93 denote a Boolean algebra (B.A.) of projections in a real or complex

Banach space. The weakest concept of completeness for 93 is that 93 should

be complete as an abstract Boolean algebra; that is, a least upper bound

V£« shall exist for every subset {£«} C93. A more useful requirement is that,

in addition, the manifolds {Ea3£} should span (\ZEa)%. In this latter case

we shall say 93 is complete. Correspondingly, we have the notion of <r-com-

pleteness for 93. §2 contains preliminary results relative to completeness. It

is shown that if 93 is o--complete as an abstract Boolean algebra, then 93 is

bounded, i.e., \e\ ^M, ££93. If 93 is o--complete then the closure 93" of 93

in the strong operator topology is a complete Boolean algebra of projections.

In §3 an important tool of the paper is developed. Regarding a c-complete

B.A. 93 of projections as a spectral measure defined on its Stone representation

space, it is shown (Theorem 3.1) that for each x0££, there exists a linear

functional x* in £* such that the measure x*E(-)x0 is positive, and the

countably additive vector valued measure E()x is absolutely continuous

with respect to the scalar measure x*E(- )x0. This generalizes the situation for

self-adjoint projections in Hilbert space where one may take x0*E(-)x0

= (E(-)xo, xo). As an important consequence of the existence of x0* we obtain

the fact that if a directed system {Ea} of projections in 93 converges weakly

to a projection £0, then it converges strongly, i.e., lima Eax=E0x, x£3E.

In §4 we study the uniformly and weakly closed algebras which are gener-

ated by a bounded B.A. of projections. If 93 is o--complete, then the weakly

closed algebra generated by 93 is the uniformly closed algebra generated by

the strong closure 93* of 93. If in addition 93 has simple spectrum (cf. §4),
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then the weakly closed algebra generated by 93 equals the commutant of 33.

These results extend well known theorems in Hilbert space theory. An ap-

plication is made to the theory of spectral operators to show that every oper-

ator in the weakly closed algebra generated by a scalar type spectral operator

of class 3E* is again of this type.

Certain of the results of §§2 and 4 extend to general Banach spaces results

proved in [l ] for reflexive spaces by other methods.

2. Completeness. A Boolean algebra of projections in a Banach space

£ is a set 93 of commuting projections containing 0 and 7 which is a Boolean

algebra (B.A.) under the operations

E\/F = E+F - EF,       E /\F = EF.

Thus 93 is a lattice under the partial ordering in which E^F if and only if

Ef\F = E. Equivalently, E^F if and only if EZQFX,, since E and 7" com-

mute. It is easily seen that (E\/F)I = clm (EH, FH) and (I-(E\JF))H

= (I—E)Xr\(I- F)%. A B.A. 93 is bounded if there is a constant M such that

\E\ ^M, ££93.
In this section we introduce various notions of completeness for a B.A. of

projections. The weakest of these from the standpoint of its connection with

the topology of £ is the purely algebraic condition that 93 should be complete

(or ff-complete) as an abstract Boolean algebra. This means that for each

subset (sequence) {Ea} C93 there exist projections V£a and AEa in 93 which

are respectively the least upper bound and greatest lower bound of {Ea\

under the ordering ^ in 93. The strongest notion of completeness requires

in addition that the manifolds {£aj} should span (V£a)3E. Because of its

importance we shall call this merely "completeness."

2.1. Definition. A B.A. of projections 93 is complete (a-complete) if for

each subset (sequence) {£a}c93,

(a) £ admits the direct sum decomposition X = 'j0l®yi where(2)

m = cim {£«*},    ft = n (i - E°)%;

and
(b) the projection E0 with range 9Ji and null manifold 51c defined by this

decomposition belongs to B.

In this definition clearly £o=V„£„. Also a complete B.A. of projections

is complete as an abstract B.A. Using Lemma 2.5 below one may easily con-

struct examples to show the converse need not be true. Such an example is

given following Corollary 3.3. It follows from the relation KaEa = I— Va(7—Ea)

that in a complete B.A. (/\aEa)% = ()aEaX and (7-Aa£a)X=clm {(7-£a)l|.

A net {72a}, aCA, of projections in 93 will be said to be increasing (de-

creasing) if a^B implies Ea = Ep (Ep^Ea).

(8) The set elm {Aa} is the least closed linear manifold containing all the sets Aa.
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Our first result shows that the weakest form of completeness for 93 implies

boundedness.

2.2. Theorem. If a B.A. of projections is a-complete as an abstract B.A.

then it is bounded.

Proof. Suppose the B.A. 93 is not bounded. We show first that 93 contains

a monotone decreasing sequence {£„} such that

| En |  £ » + | En-i | , n = 2, 3, • • • .

We say a projection £ has property (a) if suppg^ | £| = °°. Clearly for any

££93, either E or I — E has property (a), and if E has (a), £^£, then either

£ or E —£ has (a). Vet Ei have (a). Then there is an £^£i such that

| £i| ^2 + 2 £i|. Let E2 be the member of the pair (£i, £i-£i) with (a). The

inequality Ei — £i | sS | Ei | — | Ei | shows | E21 Si 2 +1 £i |. An £2 is now se-

lected in £2 such that |E2| ^3+2|£2|, etc. The construction proceeds by

induction.

Now for each n let G„ = £„ — £„+i. The projections Gn are disjoint and

lim„..w |G„| =co. By selecting subsequences from the sequence {Gn} we

obtain a collection of mutually disjoint sequences of projections {Hjk},

7 = 1, 2, • • • , k = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , such that

lim I Hjk I   = °°, / = 1, 2, • • • ,

Define £, = VT-i Hjk- Then P„POT=0, n^m. The relation

HmnX tlmnlmX Jrm        llmnlmX

--— =- < --—--, P  x *£ 0
it x Jr mX

shows

II 1 g""l
I Hmn |Fm3E ̂   1 1    >

where the left side is the norm of Hmn as an operator in PmH. Consequently,

lim I Hmn \Pmi = 00, m - 1, 2, • • ■.
n—*w

Select a subsequence {«<} and unit vectors XtdPiX such that |i?,nix,| >i,

i = l, 2, ■ ■ • . The projection Q = VZi Hini cannot be bounded since

I Qxi I   =   I QPiXi I   =  I HintXi I   > i.

This contradiction completes the proof.

Theorem 2.2 has been proved by Lorch [14] under the assumptions that

93 is complete and is generated by one-dimensional projections arising from a

basis.
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Hereafter if 93 is cr-complete or complete, the symbol M will denote the

bound for 93.

2.3. Lemma. Let 93 be a complete B.A. of projections in 3£ and let {£<»},

a CA, be an increasing (decreasing) net in 93. Then lima £ax = (Va£a)x

(lima £ax = A.«£aX), x££. If 93 is a-complete, corresponding results are true if

the net {Ea) is a sequence {£„}.

Proof. Let {£„} be increasing and £0 = V«£a. Let e>0 and x£X. Since

£o£ = clm {£JE} we can find a vector y = zZ"-i BiZi and indices a< such that

EaiZi=Zi and |£0x —y| <e. If «^a,-, i = l, • • • , n, then Eay=y. Conse-

quently,

I Eax — E0xI   ^  | £„x — y\  + \ y — E0x\

=   | £a(£0x -y)\  +\y-Eox\   <(M+ l)e,

for a^a{, showing lima £ax=£0x. The second conclusion follows from the

formula AaEa=I— Va(7—Ea) and what has just been proved. The proof for

sequences is identical.

Given a B.A. of projections 93 we denote by 93* the B.A. of adjoints in

I* of elements of 93. When 93 is complete we encounter a third form of com-

pleteness in 93*. By the ^-topology in £* we shall mean the topology gener-

ated by neighborhoods of the form

•A^Xo; Xi, • ■ ■ , x„, e) = {x* | | x*(x.) — x0(xi) |   < e, i = 1, • • • , »}.

2.4. Definition. Let 35 be a B.A. of projections in X* and let F%* be

X-closed for every ££S). Then 35 is called %-complete (H-a-complete) if for

every subset (sequence)  {Fa} CJ),

(a)  9£* admits the direct sum decomposition £* = 9)c©9'c where(3)

m = (1) - elm {Fal*},       9c = n (I ~ F«)%*.
a

(h) the projection F0 with range 9Jc and null manifold ft defined by this

decomposition belongs to 35.

It is easily verified that ^-completeness implies completeness for 35 as an

abstract B.A., and that F0 in the definition above is the projection VaFa.

Moreover

(A Fa) 3E* = n FJL*,   (I - A7„) x* = (X) - elm {(7 - Fa)x*}.
a a oi

2.5. Lemma. Let 93 be a complete (a-complete) B.A. of projections in X and

let B* be the B.A. of adjoints in H* of elements of 93. Then 93* is H-complete

i/H-a-complete) in H*. In particular the manifolds £*£*, E*CB*, are H-closed.

(3) The set (X) —elm {Aa\ is the least X-closed linear manifold in X* containing all the sets

Aa.
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Pi oof. That £*!*= {x*\ (I — E)*x*=0} is X-closed is a standard property

of the null manifold of an adjoint operator. Let {Ea} be an arbitrary set

(sequence) of elements of 93 and E0 = VEa. Since we may replace {Ea} by

the increasing net of its finite unions, we may suppose {Ea} is an increasing

net. Then E0x — lima Eax, x££, by Lemma 2.3. Consequently Eo*x*(x)

= x*EoX = lim x*£ax = lim E*x*x, x££. Thus E0*l*Q(l)-c\m {£«*£*}.

But E0*I* is X-closed. Thus £0*X* = (X)-clm {£<***}. One shows similarly

that (I*-E0*)x* = i\a(I*-E*)I*.

We recall that any abstract Boolean algebra is isomorphic with the B.A.

of all open and closed sets of a totally disconnected compact Hausdorff space

called the representation space of the B.A. By a theorem of M. H. Stone [20]

completeness of the B.A. is equivalent to the statement that the representa-

tion space is extremely disconnected; i.e. the closure of every open set is open.

In this case corresponding to each Borel set e there is a unique open and

closed set a such that (e — a)\J(a — e) is of the first category. Moreover, each

Borel function differs from a unique continuous function on a Borel set of the

first category. If the B.A. is o--complete, it is (r-isomorphic with the B.A. of

Baire sets of its representation space modulo the cr-ideal of first category

Baire sets. These facts are discussed in [5; 10; 20].

We shall denote the representation space of a B.A. of projections by ft.

It is important for what follows that we may regard a complete B.A. of pro-

jections as a projection valued measure defined on the Borel sets of ft. The

vector and scalar measures E(-)x and x*E(-)x, x£36, x*£X*, are countably

additive. If the B.A. of projections is only <r-complete we replace "Borel" by

"Baire" in the foregoing. Similar remarks apply to the scalar measures

F(-)x*x if 93 is an ^-complete or 36-o--compIete B.A. of projections in X*.

A B.A. of projections is called countably decomposable if every collection

of mutually disjoint elements of 93 is at most countable. For each x£36 we

define 9JJ(x)=clm {Ex|E£93}. The subspace 3JJ(x) is called the cyclic sub-

space generated by x. If 93 is complete then for each x££ the projection

Ei = A{E|E£93, Ex = x} is called the carrier projection of x. The correspond-

ing open-closed set in ft, denoted by ax, is called the carrier set of x. Similar

definitions apply if 93 is an ^-complete B.A. in H*.

2.6. Lemma. Let 93 be a a-complete B.A. of projections in £. i/ x£36, then

9K(x) is invariant under 93 and the restriction 93 (x) of 93 to 3U(x) is a complete

B.A. of projections in 3Ji(x). Moreover, if 93 is complete, the representation space

ft(x) of 93(x) may be identified with ax, the carrier set of x, in its relative topology.

Proof. Fix x££ and let £ denote the restriction of ££93 to 9D?(x). Then

93(x) is clearly a bounded B.A. of projections in 3J2(x). Let {£„} C93(x). Since

we may replace {£«} £93 by the sequence of its finite unions, there is no loss

of generality in supposing {E„} is an increasing sequence in 93. If E0 = VE„ in

93, then limn,M Eny=E0y, y£5m(x) by Lemma 2.3. Thus £0 = V£„ in 93(x)
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and the conditions of Definition 2.1 are satisfied. Consequently 93(x) is

cr-complete in W(x).

Now 93(x) determines the countably additive vector valued measure

E( ■ )x on the Baire sets of Q(x). By a result of Bartle, Dunford, and Schwartz

[2], every countably additive vector valued measure is absolutely continuous

with respect to a finite positive measure defined on the same cr-field. Conse-

quently, if {aa} is a family of disjoint open and closed sets in Q(x), £(o-a)x = 0

for all but countably many values of a. By the definition of 9Jc(x) this implies

E(aa) =0 except for a countable set of a. Thus 93(x) is countably decomposa-

ble. It is known that a o"-complete countably decomposable B.A. is com-

plete in the sense that every set has a least upper bound which is the

least upper bound of a countable subset of the set(4). Thus since 93(x) is <r-com-

plete in the sense of Definition 2.1, it is complete in the sense of Definition 2.1.

The proof of the final statement is left to the reader.

The next two results show that any cr-complete B.A. of projections may

be imbedded in a smallest complete B.A. of projections.

2.7. Theorem. If 93 is a a-complete B.A. of projections, then 93* is complete.

Proof. It is easily seen that 93s is a bounded B.A. of projections. Let {£<*},

aCA, he a family of projections in 93. Since we may replace {£<*} by the net

of its finite unions we may suppose it is an increasing net. If x£X, then

lim„ £ax = lima £„x exists since 93(x) is complete (Lemmas 2.3 and 2.6).

Clearly the strong limit £0 of the £« is the projection V„£a of Definition 2.1.

Similarly we construct the infimum of an arbitrary set in 93.

Now let 93i be the B.A. generated by arbitrary sups and infs of projec-

tions in 93. Since 93i(x) =93(x), x££, we may construct arbitrary sups and

infs of elements of 93i. By transfinite induction we obtain a monotone family

{93«} of B.A.'s, indexed on the ordinals a less than some large ordinal 77, such

that each 93a contains arbitrary sups and infs of the 93# for /3<a. If «o is the

least ordinal for which 93ao = Ua<a0 $3a> then 93«0 is complete. Clearly 93aCSQ'.

The conclusion will follow if we can show that a complete B.A. of projections

is strongly closed. However, this follows from the next result:

2.8. Theorem. A complete B.A. of projections contains every projection in

the weakly closed algebra which it generates.

This was proved in [l, p. 405], under the assumption that £ is reflexive

and the B.A. is bounded. The boundedness assumption is unnecessary in view

of Theorem 2.2. The proof in   [l ] is valid in any Banach space if where

(4) The completeness is proved by von Neumann, Lectures on continuous geometry III,

Princeton, 1936. The second conclusion is evident from the following proof for which we are

indebted to Alfred Horn: If 2IC93 let 2li denote all suprema of countable subsets of 31. Then

2Ii contains a maximal subset well ordered in the ordering of 93. As 93 is countably decomposa-

ble, this chain is countable and its supremum has the required properties.
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Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 1.1 of [l ] are used one substitutes Lemma 2.3 above

and Theorem 17 of [7](6).

2.9. Lemma. If H is weakly complete, any bounded B.A. 93 of projections

may be imbedded in a a-complete B.A. of projections contained in 93*-

Lemma 2.9 is due to Dunford. The proof given in [5, p. 578], for a special

case, is valid in general. The fact that if 93 is bounded, then 93" is complete in

a reflexive space was observed by Dunford in [6]. A different proof may be

found in [l]. The referee has observed that this special case of Theorem 2.7

also follows from an earlier result of Day [3, Theorem 6].

2.10. Corollary. If 93 is bounded in a weakly complete space, then 93* is

complete.

3. Positive functionals. We have made use earlier of the theorem of [2]

that a countably additive vector measure is dominated by a finite positive

measure. We shall show in this section that when the vector measure is deter-

mined by a <r-complete B.A. of projections, i.e. has the form £(-)xo, Xo£26,

E£93, the dominating scalar measure may be chosen to have the form

x0*£(-)xo where x0*££*. The proof of the existence of the scalar measure in

this case is different from that in [2]. We remark that if 93 is a B.A. of self-

adjoint projections in Hilbert space one may take for x0* the functional de-

termined by Xo itself, i.e., x0*E(-)xo = (£(-)xo, x0).

3.1. Theorem. Let SB be a a-complete B.A. of projections in X. Then given

x0£3£ there is a linear functional x0*££* with the properties

(i) xo*£x0^0, ££93.

(ii) If for any E£93, Xo*£x0=0, then £x0 = 0.

Proof. Since we may replace 93 by 93*, we may assume without loss of

generality that 93 is complete (cf. Theorem 2.7). Also in view of Lemma 2.6

and the Hahn-Banach theorem, there is no loss in generality in supposing

£ = clm {Ex0|E£93} =9K(x0). Since 93* is 36-complete in 26* by Lemma 2.5,

there is associated with each y*£26* a unique carrier projection

Ev' = A \E \E y = y \.

Let % be a family of projections in 93* maximal with respect to the properties:

(a) the members of % are disjoint, and (b) each projection in % is a carrier

projection. The assumption that £ = clm {£x0| ££93} implies 93 is countably

decomposable (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.6). Since the property of being

countably decomposable is clearly inherited by 93* from 93, the family g is at

most countable. Letting %= {£*;} where |y„*| =1, define y0*= ^n-i y*/2n.

(6) The inequality of [l, p. 406, line 18] requires an additional term \EnlAny—Any\ on the

right-hand side. This dictates minor corrections in the inequalities of lines 19 and 21 which,

however, do not affect the validity of the argument.
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We assert that the carrier of y0* is 7*, the identity in £*. For let £0* =7* — £*0«.

Then £0*yn* = 2"£(,:£0*yo* = 0 for each n, and thus £*• g (7* - £„*), i.e.

EQ*E*' = 0 for all n. If £0* is not zero it contains a nonzero carrier projection,

contradicting the maximality of $(*)■

We now obtain the functional x0* from y0*. Regarding 93 as a spectral

measure on the Borel sets 2 of Q we define the positive measures

pi(o-) = tot. var.„ $ty0*E(-)xo, a £ 2,

p2(a) = tot. var.„ $y0*E( ■) x0, a £ 2,

and let p. =pi+p2. Let 3E0 be the set of all vectors of the form zZ"=i «i£(o\-)x0,

where the sets o-< are disjoint. Then 3£o is dense in 3E. Let the functional 0 on

So be defined by

6 I zZ caE(ai) x0) = zZ ctip(at).
V i-i /       ,=i

It will be shown that 0 is continuous on 360. Let 0=e+U«_=/+U/_ be two

Hahn decompositions of £2 into disjoint Borel sets such that

Pi(a) = $ty0*E(a r\ e+)xo - ^ty0*E(a f~\ eJ)x0, a £ S,

^(a) = Syo*E(a r\ /+) x0 - 3y0*£(<r A /_) x„, <r £ 2.

Given z= zZl-i caE(ai)xo we define the operators

n n

A = zZ *nE(ai C\ e+) +zZ tvE(<n C\ eJ),
t=i t=-i

B = zZ <i*E(<n r\ /+) + IZ eaEiat (~\ /_),
t—i t-i

where the quantities ey are defined to be

9tyo*£(ffinft+.)*o 8tyB*£(gfnO«B

y0*E(ai r\ e+)x0 yo*E(a{ C\ eJ)x0

_3fyo*£(ff<n/+)«o 3y0*£(^n/_)xo

6i3 ~~   yo*E(aif\f+)xo '        (U~     '   yfEfarifJxo '

if the denominators are not zero, and to be zero otherwise. Then | e«| ^ 1 and

0(z) = zZavbi) = zZ^y*E(<n)(A + B)xo
.=1 .=.1

= U* + 7J*)y0*( zZ <*iE(ai)xo\ = (A* + B*)yo*z.

(*) This argument is familiar in the theory of W* algebras.
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But \A*\, 15*| g4M by [7, Lemma 6]. Thus \9(z)\ ̂ 8Af|y„*| \z\. The ex-
tension xo* of 9 to 36 has the property that x0*£(cr)xo^0, o-£2. Consequently

if Xo*£(o")x0=0 for some set a, Xo*£(5)x0 = 0 for 5C<r, which implies

tot. var. „yo*E(-)x0 = 0.

Thus E*(cr)y0*x = 0 for each x£2£o, and consequently E*(o-)y0* = 0. Since the

carrier of y0* is I*, E*(a) =0, i.e. £(<r) =0. This completes the proof.

3.2. Theorem. The weak and strong operator topologies coincide on a com-

plete B.A. of projections^).

Proof. The result follows easily from Theorem 3.1 and a theorem of Pettis

[17] (for a proof of his theorem see [12]). However, we shall give another

proof not using the result of Pettis. Let \Ea}, adA, be a net in 93 such that

lima x*Eax—x*EoX, x*£2£*, x£?C, £q = £o (and thus £0£93 by Theorem

2.8), and suppose that lim EaXo^EoXo. There is no loss in generality in sup-

posing £0x0=0. Then there is a constant 7>0 and a cofinal subnet {E/s},

PC-BCA, such that

(1) \EgXo\   ^y, fidB.

Let Ep = E(afi), o-^£S. Then Xo*E(ap)xo=rt(ap)—-K) where x0* is the functional

of Theorem 3.1. We select a sequence en = apn such that p(en)—>0. The char-

acteristic functions ken converge to zero in /x-measure, and consequently a

subsequence ks„ converges to zero except possibly on a set b0 for which

ju(§o) =0. By Theorem 3.1, p(80) =0 implies E(50)x0 = 0. Let

0» = {co | co £ fl, kSi(ui) = 0, i ^ «}.

Then 9iQ92cz ■ ■ ■ and £(Q-UJL1 6i)x<r+E(5o)x0 = 0. Consequently by
Lemma 2.3, lim„..0O E(9n)x0=x0. Since

| E(Sm)x01   =  | E(dm)E(Q - 9m)x01

g M\E(a-dm)x0\,

the inequality (1) is contradicted for large values of m. This contradiction

completes the proof.

In view of Corollary 2.10 we have

3.3. Corollary. The strong and weak operator topologies coincide on any

bounded B.A. of projections in a weakly complete space.

Let 2E be a Hilbert space. The identity

| (£« - £0)*|2 = (Eax, x) + (E0x, x) - (Eax, E0x) - (E0x, Eax)

satisfied by (not necessarily commuting) self-adjoint projections shows Corol-

(T) This result answers affirmatively a question raised in [l, footnote p. 4051.
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lary 3.3 is immediate in the case of self-adjoint projections. If the projections

in 93 are not self-adjoint, Corollary 3.3 follows from a theorem of Mackey

[15, p. 146]: There exists a bicontinuous operator A such that P=AEA~1 is

self-adjoint for every ££93. (This was proved in a special case by Lorch [14].

See also Wermer [21].) The referee has observed that the family { U\

= {i— 2£|££93} forms a bounded commutative group, and thus Mackey's

theorem follows from Nagy's theorem [16] (see also Day [4, Theorem 8] (that

every bounded commutative group of operators in Hilbert space is equivalent

to a unitary group.

We now show by an example (due to R. R. Christian) that the conclusion

of Theorem 3.2 need not hold if 93 is not o--complete. Let 36 be the space (m)

of bounded sequences. For each subset a of positive integers let E(a) be the

projection mapping y= [£n]£(wi) into [5"£„] where 5" = 1 if nC<r, and zero

otherwise. Then |£(<r)| =1. Let 93 be the B.A. of such projections. Then 93

is g)-complete as the adjoint of the corresponding B.A. in §)=/i (g)* = (ra)), but

93 is not o--complete. It is known that 36* = (6a), the space of finitely additive

measures p. on the positive integers such that

I M | = Sup   zZ  I /*(«■<) I i

where x is any finite partition of the integers. If pC(ba), p({n})—>0, and thus

for each x£36, x*£26*, x*E({n})x = %,p.({n\) —>0, where {«} is the set.qon-

sistingof the integer n. Consequently limn.M£({w}) =0 weakly. However the

sequence does not converge to zero strongly.

It is interesting to note also that a sequence of projections may converge

weakly to an operator which is not a projection. By a result of Dye [9,

Lemma 2.3], if 93 is a complete nonatomic B.A. of self-adjoint projections in

Hilbert space, the weak closure of 93 fills out the positive part of the unit

sphere in the algebra generated by 93. His argument may be extended to the

case of a complete nonatomic B.A. in any reflexive space using the results of

[1].
4. Operator algebras generated by projections. If 93 is a bounded B.A.

of projections, we denote by 21(93) and 9B(93) the algebras generated by 93 in

the uniform and weak operator topologies respectively. By a theorem of

Dunford [7; p. 348], 21(93) is equivalent to the algebra C(W) of continuous

functions on its space W of maximal ideals. One easily identifies SD? with the

representation space fl of 93. If 93 is cr-complete this equivalence is given

explicitly by the correspondence h-*fah(a})E(da)), A£C(B). In this section we

shall give further characterizations of 21(93) and of 2B(93) more closely re-

lated to the underlying space 36. An application is made to the theory of

spectral operators of scalar type (cf. [7]).

We shall say that a B.A. of projections 93 has simple spectrum if for some

x0£36, 36 = 50c(xo) =clm {£x0|££93}. The proof of the next lemma is due to

J. Schwartz.
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4.1. Lemma. Let 93 be a complete B.A. of projections with simple spectrum,

i.e. 2E = 3ft(xo), x0£2£. Let x0* be the functional associated with x0 by Theorem

3.1. Then

H* = (X) - clm{£**0* | £* £ 93*}.

Proof. Let # = sp {E*x0*[E*£5*}. To show K is X-dense in X* it is

sufficient to show that if x£26 and y*x=0, y*£S, then x = 0; i.e. if the meas-

ure E*(<j-)x0*x=Xo*E(o-)x = 0, cr£S, then x=0. Since 2£ = 9)J(xo) let {/„} be a

sequence of finite linear combinations of characteristic functions such that

x = lim   I   fn(o>)E(dw)xo.
n->«o  J a

Then for each <r£2,

lim   I fn((ji)xo*E(dof)Xo = x0*E(o-)x = 0
n—*«  J a

uniformly in o\ Since

/|/n(w) | Xo*E(doo)xo ^ 4 sup   1 fn(u)xo*E(du>)xQ ,

we see/„—>0 in Li(ft, S, x0*E(-)xo). Thus a subsequence gn of/„ converges to

zero almost everywhere and almost uniformly. Now let {8m} be a decreasing

sequence of Borel sets such that x0*£(5m)xo—>0 and gn—>0 uniformly on b'm,

m = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ . For each m

x = lim   j     gn(u>)E(dui)xo + lim   I gn(co)£(dco)x0

= lim E(Sm) I gn(w)E(dw)xo = E(5m)x0.
»-.» J a

Therefore x =£(("!„_! 5m)x. Since x0*£(rim-i 8m)^o = 0, E(rim-i 8m) =0and thus

x = 0.

The next result has been proved by F. Wolf [22] in the case that X is a

Hilbert space.

4.2. Theorem. Let 93 be a complete B.A. of projections with simple spec-

trum. Then the algebra 31(93) generated by 93 in the uniform topology consists of

all bounded operators commuting with 93.

Proof. Let 2E = 9JJ(x0) and select x0* with the properties of Theorem 3.1.

Then if A commutes with 93, the set function X(ME(-)x0 is absolutely con-

tinuous with respect to x0*£(-)x0 and by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there

is a Borel measurable function h(-), integrable with respect tox0*£(-)x0, such

that
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x0*AE(a)x0 =  j   h(u>)xo*E(doi)xo, a £ 2.

Let an= {w| | A(w)| Sn}, and An=f„nh(u)E(du). Then for each re

x0*^4£((r„)£((r)xo =  I        h(u>)E(du)xo

= Xo*AnE(a)xo, a £ 2.

Hence X(M£(o-„)x=x0*.4„x, x£X, and £*(o-„)y4*xo*=^4n*xo. Using commuta-

tivity,

^*£*(<rn)£*(<r)x0* = A*E*(a)xo*, a £ 2.

Since elm {£*x„*|£*£93*} is 36-dense in 36* by Lemma 4.1, A*E*(an) =A*,

and hence E(an)A =A„. Thus the operators An are uniformly bounded. It

follows that h(-) is essentially bounded on fl and

Ax = lim E(an)Ax =  f h(oi)E(dcS)x, x £ 36.

Since ft is extremely disconnected we may suppose h(-) is continuous. The

result now follows from the fact, noted earlier, that

21(93) =  h | A =  f h(<S)E(dw), h £ C(0)| .

4.3. Theorem. Let 93 be a complete B.A. of projections. Then the algebra

21(93) generated by 93 in the uniform operator topology is the family of all opera-

tors which leave invariant every linear manifold invariant under 93.

Proof. Each operator in 21(93) clearly has the required invariance prop-

erty. Conversely, suppose that the bounded operator A leaves invariant each

manifold invariant under 93. Equivalently, A$R(x)C.tyfl(x), x£36. We shall

show as in the previous proof that A =fah(ui)E(dui) where /f£C(fl). An ap-

plication of Zorn's Lemma shows 93 contains a family of disjoint carrier pro-

jections {£«}, such that V„£a — 7. The corresponding open-closed sets aa are

disjoint and (iaaa is dense in ft. If for each a we can produce a function pa

continuous on aa such that AEa=f<,apa(ui)E(do}), the function defined by

p(u) =pa(u), w£oa, p(co)=0, co£S2—Uacra, is a Borel function, and thus

differs from a continuous function A on a set of the first category. It follows

that it is sufficient to prove the sufficiency under the assumption that there

is an Xo£36 whose carrier projection is 7.

We next observe that the condition ^45m(x)C3)c(x), x£36, implies

E(a)Ax = E(a)AE(a)x + E(a)AE(a')x

= AE(a)x, a £ 2, x £ 36,
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i.e. A commutes with 93. Since the restriction of 93 to SD^Xo) has simple spec-

trum, it follows from Theorem 4.2 and Lemma 2.6 that there is a continuous

function h such that

Ax= f h(w)E(du)x, x £ $rjc(*o).
J a

It will be shown this equation holds for all x£2E. If yo£2£, by the same argu-

ment there is a function q(-) continuous on <r„0, the carrier set of y0, such

that

Ay = J„so<z(co)£(c7co)y, y £ SW(yo).

If q(ui)^h(o}) for some w£o-Vo, there is an open-closed set o-oC<t„0 and a real

number y>0 such that | h(u>) — q(of)\ >y, w£o-0. Since we may replace y0 by

£(o"o)yo, there is no loss of generality in supposing E(o-0)yo=yo and that q is

defined on all ft, equaling zero on a'w Then clearly ^fi(xo)C\^f\(yo) =(0).

By hypothesis ^45Df?(x0-|-yo)C2),J(xo-r-yo). Thus

wo = A(xo + yo) —  I  h(oi)E(doi)(xo + y0)
J a

=   f (q(o) - h(a))E(do=)yo £ W(xa + yo)-
J a

Thusy0 =/,,,„[?(«) -h(o})]~1E(dco)wod3fl(xo+yo), and hence x0£SD?(xo-r-yo).

For convenience write Zo—xo+yo. By Theorem 3.1 there is a functional

z0* such that z<*£(o-)z0£i0, <r£2, with the property that if z0*£(S)z0=0 for

some 8£2, then £(8)z0 = 0. However, if E(8)z0 = 0, the fact SW(x0)r\STJc(y0)

= (0) implies E(5)y0 = 0. Thus z0*E(-)y0 is absolutely continuous with respect

to zo*£(-)z0, and by the Radon-Nikodym theorem there is a function

r£Ei(z0*E(-)zo) such that

Zo*£(o-)y0 =   I r(u>)zo*E(dcc)zo, a £ 2.

Since ft is extremely disconnected we may suppose that r is continuous. Select

an open-closed set 8 and constant k>0 such that kr1< \ r(o>) \ <k, co£8. Then

E(8)y0^0. UDi=Jsr(u>)E(du),

£*(<r)z0*£(5)yo = £*(<r)z0*Z)jZo, <r £ 2.

It follows from Lemma 4.1 (applied in the space SD^Zo)) that

E(S)yo = DiZB = DiXo + Dsy0.

Since 9JJ(x0)r\2«(yo) =(0), -Djx0 = 0. Thus f,r(a))xo*E(dco)xo=0, o-CS, where
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x0* is associated with x0 as in Theorem 3.1. This implies r(u) =0, o>£5. This

contradiction completes the proof.

Observe that if in Theorem 4.3 we take for 93 the resolution of the identity

of a bounded self-adjoint operator T in a separable Hilbert space, then for

each x£36, the manifold 2Jc(x) admits a self-adjoint projection P commuting

with 93. Thus the condition AW.(x) CZTl(x) is satisfied by every operator A

in the second commutant of T, since Ax = APx=PAx. Since 2I(£(-, T)) con-

sists of all Borel functions of T, we obtain a well known result of von Neu-

mann (first formulated explicitly by F. Riesz [18]).

4.4. Corollary. If T is a bounded self-adjoint operator in a separable

Hilbert space, every operator A which commutes with every operator commuting

with T is a Borel function of T.

4.5. Theorem. Let 93 be a a-complete B.A. of projections in a Banach

space. The following statements are equivalent:

(a) 93 is complete.

(b) 93 is strongly closed.

(c) 21(93) = SB(93), i.e. 21(93) is weakly closed.
If 36 is weakly complete the hypothesis that 93 is a-complete may be replaced by

the hypothesis that 93 is bounded.

Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from Theorems 2.7, 2.8,

and Lemma 2.9. Now let 93 be complete. It is known that the weak closure

of a convex set of bounded operators coincides with the strong closure (cf.

[l, p. 404]). Thus an operator A in the weak closure of 21(93) is a strong limit

of operators in 21(93). Thus AW(x)QM(x), x£36, and by Theorem 4.3,
.4 £21 (93). Finally let 21(93) be weakly closed. If ££93* there is an open and

closed set cr in ft, the representation space of 93, such that E=E(a). But then

££93, and thus (c) implies (b).
We recall that a bounded operator 5 in a complex Banach space 36 is a

scalar type spectral operator of class 36* if 5 = f,{S)KE(d\), where £(•) is a

projection valued measure defined on the Borel sets of the spectrum a(S) oi

S such that x*£(-)x, is countably additive for all x£36, x*£36*. It is known

that this last condition implies the countable additivity of the vector valued

set functions E(-)x, x£36. If 93 is the range of the resolution of the identity

of S, then 93 is a cr-complete B.A. Consequently 93* is complete by Theorem

2.7, and the weakly closed algebra generated by 5 is a subset of the weakly

closed algebra 21(93") • Each operator in 21(93") is a scalar_type spectral operator

of class 36* since it is of the form fah(u)E(dw), where ft is the representation

space of 93' (cf. [7, p. 341 ]). Thus we have proved:

4.6. Theorem. If S is a scalar type spectral operator of class 36*, every oper-

ator in the weakly closed algebra generated by S is a scalar type spectral operator

of class 36*.
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This result was proved in [l ] for the special case of a reflexive space by a

different method. There is now no difficulty in adapting the proof of Theorem

4.8 of [l] (cf. [1, p. 410] for definitions) to obtain:

4.7. Theorem. The weakly closed algebra generated by a scalar type spectral

operator A of class X* with real spectrum consists of all extended bounded Baire

functions of A.

It would be interesting to know whether if 93 is complete 21(93) equals its

second commutant. In view of Theorem 4.3 it would be sufficient to show

that for each x there is an element Q in the commutant of 21(93) with QH

dense in 5Dc(x). We have been able to establish this fact only in the case 93 is

atomic. A positive answer would yield a corresponding generalization of

Corollary 4.4. A related question is whether each of the manifolds <3Jl(x) ad-

mits a bounded projection commuting with 93. This need not be the case if

93 is not <r-complete. For let 26 = (m) and 93 be defined as in the example fol-

lowing Corollary 3.3. If x0= {l/«}, then 3fl(x0) = (co). Sobczyk [19] showed

there is no bounded projection of (m) on (c0) -
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